
Excerpted from Jim Thompson’s book Developing Better Athletes, Better People
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All New People

I spoke at the 50th anniversary of Cupertino (CA) National Little League. I 

had been on its board of directors when my son played in CNLL. Now, some 

years later I found 100 percent turnover – not one person from my stint on 

the board remained, or even knew anyone from that time.

Writer Anne Lamott notes the impermanence of life: “A hundred years from 

now? All new people!” In youth sports, it can be all new people in a handful 

of years.

Turnover in youth sports organizations is relentless. Therefore, if you want 

the culture to prevail over time, it must be built into the organization’s 

“structural pillars.”

Structural pillars include operations, activities and rules that become routine 

in the organization’s daily life. If you get these routine activities (“the way 

we do things here”) to reinforce your vision, you are on the road to a culture 

that is, in the words of Jerry Porras and Jim Collins, “built to last.” In effect, 

the system reinforces itself. 

Three key groups of people need continual reinforcement by your  

structural pillars: leadership team members, coaches and parents.

Leadership Team Selection and Orientation

There is no more crucial decision than who gets into the inner circle of 

leadership for your organization. The wrong people can drain your team of 

energy and enthusiasm, whereas enthusiastic new blood can fuel everyone on 

the team.

In a non-school organization, your leadership team is likely to come pri-

marily from your board. In a school you will want to recruit administrators, 

coaches, parents and athletes who are leaders and who can get excited about 

the Development Zone.

When recruiting new leadership team members, use your vision of your 

organization as a Development Zone to screen and evaluate them. Have them 

read Chapter 3 and ask them open-ended questions such as: 

•   Why is it important for our organization to be a 
Development Zone?

•   What are some ways we could implement this idea in  
our program?

•   What barriers might keep us from developing  

Better Athletes, Better People?

Asking candidates to respond to the vision signals to them how important 

this is, and it gives you a chance to see how they respond. It also can actually 

be a recruiting tool. Many people want to belong to something bigger than 

themselves, especially an organization with an exciting vision.

Put in place a vetting process in which members of your core leadership team 

meet with potential new members. People value belonging to organizations 

that require them to earn their way in. Following a rigorous process to add 

members makes it more likely that new members will be committed once 

they are admitted to your inner circle.

Once new people officially join your board or leadership team, reinforce 

vision alignment in an orientation session. Have them meet other exemplary, 

committed members of your team so they understand that this is a vision 

shared by your team. Here are things to cover as part of their orientation.
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n  Use this book as a jumping off point to discuss how the Development 
Zone culture works in your organization, especially Chapter 3.

n  If you have a mission statement and/or a board or leadership team 
member job description, give them a copy and discuss it.

n  Ask them to take a PCA on-line course if they have not already  

done so.

Making these leadership team selection and orientation activities part of 

your organization’s structural pillars will go a long way toward maintaining 

your culture as the people in your organization change over time.

Coach Development Program

Your coaches are the people who will deliver (or not!) the promises of a 

Development Zone in your organization. For your vision to flourish, you 

need every coach to be a Double-Goal Coach, developing every athlete as a 

Triple-Impact Competitor. Here are four steps to create a Coach Develop-

ment Program to embed Double-Goal Coaching in the structural pillars of 

your YSO so it will outlast the current leadership.

1  Coach Job Description: Can you imagine a business that doesn’t have 

a job description for its employees? A great company that doesn’t make 

very clear what it expects its employees to do on a day-to-day basis isn’t 

likely to remain great for very long. Yet most schools and YSOs don’t give 

their coaches a job description.

  You want to be very clear about what you expect of your coaches. For 

example, if you feel the test of a good coach is that most or all of his or 

her players return to your organization the following year, make that an 

explicit part of the expectations.

  PCA’s Double-Goal Coach job description spells out specific behaviors. 

Instead of “Be positive,” it specifies actions such as “Use a Team Mistake 

Ritual (like Flushing Mistakes) to help players quickly rebound from 

mistakes,” and “Use the Buddy System to teach players to fill each others’ 

Emotional Tanks.”

  Give coaches a copy of the job description (available at www.positive 

coach.org/LeadersToolkit) and review it with them, in a meeting or indi-

vidually, so there is no confusion about what you expect of them.

2  Training Tied to Job Description. If a coach doesn’t understand how a 

Team Mistake Ritual works, for example, he’s unlikely to implement it. 

Mandate PCA training that shows exactly how to implement the elements 

of the job description.

  This is a “moment of will” for a YSO Leader. You may fear the conse-

quences of mandating PCA training. But PCA’s experience with thou-

sands of YSOs in the past 15 years tells us that requiring PCA training 

does not drive coaches away. Rather, being a proud PCA partner sends a 

positive signal to potential coaches and may bring you additional coaches 

who want to learn to be a character-building coach.

3  Evaluation Tied to Job Description. Michael LeBoeuf has noted:  

“People do what gets measured.” Letting coaches know ahead of time  

that you will survey their players and their parents on how well they  

implement Double-Goal Coach practices makes it much more likely they 

will do so.

  Regular evaluations will also give you terrific information about your 

coaches that will come in handy, for example, when a parent complains 

about his child’s coach. Perhaps the coach is at fault. But it is also possible 

that this is an unreasonable parent. Even if you are visiting practices and 

games, you may not be able to get beyond parent-says/coach-says.

  However, if you conduct a mid-season survey of parents and players, you 

have hard evidence. If five or six of 12 parents have a problem with the 

coach, it is likely the coach needs to improve. On the other hand, if all the 

other parents are happy with the coach’s behavior, then the problem may 

lie with the complaining parent.

  Or what if you have some indication that one of your coaches is not 

living up to your expectations? You have a conversation with him and he 

says, “How do you know? You aren’t at my practices. You don’t know how 
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I coach.” With survey data you have evidence, which also makes it easier 

for you to have a hard conversation with the coach. 

  With evaluation it isn’t you telling him he’s not doing the job, it’s the data 

telling him he needs to improve. “Let’s take a look at the job description, 

and you tell me how you think you are doing with these items.” You are 

there to help him get better so he can get the parents off his back.

  While I have reservations about “teaching to the test,” there is no ques-

tion that people work to master what they believe they will be tested on. 

Therefore, your coaches are much more likely to adopt Double-Goal 

Coach techniques, knowing that players and parents will be asked about 

whether they are using them.

4  Awards Tied to Evaluation. Michael LeBoeuf again: “What gets reward-

ed gets done.” Align your awards with desired coaching behavior, and 

good things will happen.

  Recognize coaches who get stellar marks from players and parents. Hold 

a coach appreciation event to make sure every coach is appreciated while 

giving an award to deserving coaches for their exemplary coaching. Nom-

inate your best coaches for PCA’s national Double-Goal Coach Award 

Program.

  However you decide to honor your top coaches, make sure you spread 

the word about those being honored (and why they are being honored) 

via e-mail and social media as well as letting the local media know about 

coaches who win your award. As mentioned in Chapter 7, Social Learning 

Theory says that people learn what is expected of them by seeing what 

behavior is rewarded in an organization, so trumpet your winners from 

the rooftops!

  Now do something that will multiply the impact of this award. Buy a 

large perennial plaque that will name the winners from multiple years. 

At the beginning of the next season, bring the perennial plaque to every 

meeting and refer to the coaches whose names are on the plaque so other 

coaches will think, “I’d kind of like to have my name on that plaque.”
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  As John Gardner once told me, awards programs exist not so much for 

the few people getting the awards as for the many people who modify 

their behavior so they might qualify for an award in the future.

Incorporating a Coach Development Program into your structural pillars 

will create a virtuous cycle in which Positive Coaching behaviors by your 

coaches will be reinforced and perpetuated long after your current leaders 

have left the organization.

Recruiting Great Coaches

If you lack enough of the kind of Double-Goal Coaches a Development Zone 

requires, here are some ideas for recruiting more coaches.

1  Appoint a Recruitment Manager: Find an out-going, sales-oriented indi-

vidual with determination and persistence to be your Coach Recruitment 

Manager.

2  Develop Your Message: “This is not just another sports organization. We 

are part of the Positive Coaching Alliance Movement, and we are look-

ing for coaches who want to develop Better Athletes, Better People. We 

provide free PCA training, the chance to make a difference in the lives 

of athletes, and the chance to coach in an organization that Honors the 

Game.”

3  Advertise and Promote: Many local newspapers, online and other media 

are hungry for content, so provide them with a recruiting notice. Pitch a 

story to a local editor about the great experience you provide to athletes 

and coaches.

4  Start Early and Follow Up: Get recruiting notices out well before you will 

need coaches. Follow up with phone calls to make sure they were received 

and will run and to see if there is anything else needed. Resubmit your 

notices every week until you get the coaches you need.

5  Hold Information Sessions: That way, prospective coaches get a chance to 

check you out.
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6  Go Where Potential Coaches Are: Many former high school athletes don’t 

compete in college and might love to coach. Community colleges often 

have PE or coaching courses. High school athletes may be interested in 

becoming assistant coaches.

7  Enlist Current Coaches as Recruiters: Experiment with giving current 

coaches a reward (a hat or the like) for successfully recruiting coaches.

8  Encourage Mothers to Coach: Offering Positive Coaching and skills clin-

ics along with the option of starting as an assistant may allow you to tap 

into a much larger pool of potential coaches. 

9  Evaluate: After the season, ask a focus group of coaches what they ap-

preciate about the organization, what could be improved, and how to 

get more coaches. Solicit testimonials that can be used for next season’s 

marketing.

Parent Expectation Program

The third group you need to keep aligned with your Development Zone 

culture is the parents of your athletes.

Sports parents – and remember that I was one for many years – are like 

toddlers: if you don’t find things for them to do, they get into mischief. If you 

don’t find ways for your parents to support your Development Zone culture, 

they will often undercut it. Here are two key steps to create a Parent Expecta-

tion Program that will support your culture.

1  Establish Clear Expectations for Parent Behavior: People aren’t likely 

to do what you want them to do if they don’t know what that is. Since the 

expected behavior for parents in the Development Zone is significantly 

different than common behavior of fans in the entertainment sports 

culture, here are some methods for establishing those expectations:

a)  Educate Each of Them on Becoming a Second-Goal Parent: Get-

ting your parents to a Second-Goal Parent workshop (either live or 

on-line) is the best way for them to learn the power and possibility of 
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helping their children have a great experience, while supporting and 

reinforcing the Development Zone culture.

  Through years of working with schools and youth sports organiza-

tions, we have found that parents are the hardest people to reach. 

PCA has two live parent workshops and an on-line workshop. 

We added a 30-minute Parent Talk to our original two-hour Sec-

ond-Goal Parent Workshop specifically for middle and high schools 

that could allocate 30 minutes as part of a “back to school” night. It 

will take work to attract a parent audience, but it is worth the effort. 

A typical comment on evaluation forms from parents who do attend 

is, “I didn’t want to do this as I thought it would be a waste of time. 

But now I realize every parent should be required to go through this. 

It was that helpful.”

b)  Books: Consider giving a copy of PCA’s Positive Sports Parenting or 

The High School Sport Parent books to your parents. These slim, tool-

packed volumes are available in bulk rate. A book is typically part of 

the live PCA Parent workshop, but if you are not able to have a live 

workshop, giving the book to your parents, especially parents new to 

your organization, provides them useful information, lets them know 

you care about their experience  

with your organization and lets them know your expectations  

for their behavior.

c)  Parent/Guardian Letter: Inform parents via a letter or e-mail what 

you expect from them. Use PCA’s sample letter describing expected 

behavior or develop your own. 

d)  Parent Pledge: PCA also has a Parent Pledge that asks parents to 

agree to behave in specific ways that reinforce the Development 

Zone culture. For example, “I will engage in No-Directions Cheering, 

limiting my comments during the game to encouraging my child and 

other players (from both teams).”

The Parent/Guardian Letter, Parent Pledge and many other tools can be 

found on PCA website at www.positivecoach.org/LeadersToolkit.
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2  Appoint Sideline Culture Keepers: Because youth sports involves 

people’s children, setting expectations for behavior isn’t enough. Recruit 

parents to serve as sideline “Culture Keepers” who will reinforce Devel-

opment Zone behavior on the sideline. Here is the job description for 

Culture Keepers:

a)  Become familiar with PCA principles via a live or on-line workshop, 

books, Talking Points, newsletters and other web-based resources 

(www.positivecoach.org).

b)  Get to know other parents early each season, explaining the role of 

Culture Keeper and enlisting their support.

c)  Be visible on the sidelines, wearing and distributing Honor the Game 

buttons, as well as stickers and cards to other parents (all available 

from PCA).

d)  Model desired sideline behavior such as remaining silent after a ques-

tionable call and cheering good plays from both teams.

e)  Welcome new parents to the program and explain “the way we do 

things here” in the Development Zone.

f) Remind fans on the sideline to Honor the Game and have fun.

g) Thank and reinforce parents and fans who Honor the Game.

h)  Understand the levels of intervention in Chapter 7, and intervene 

appropriately and safely when parents violate the Development Zone 

culture.

If you build into your structural pillars the practices described in this chap-

ter, you will find yourself with a culture built to last. The people will change 

but the vision remains!
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 Take-Aways

1  With turnover rampant in leadership of youth sports organizations,  
it’s crucial to incorporate your Development Zone culture into the 
structural pillars of your organization so the system reinforces itself 
over time.

2  There is no more crucial decision than who gets admitted to the inner 
circle of your leadership team. Ensure you get individuals who are 
aligned with your Development Zone vision through a selection and ori-
entation process that verifies their enthusiasm and commitment.

3  Implement a Coach Development Program with job description,  
training, evaluation and awards for those who excel.

4  Establish clear expectations for parents and recruit one or two from 
each team to serve as sideline Culture Keepers to reinforce the 
Development Zone culture.
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To learn more about Developing Better Athletes, Better People and other  

PCA books visit www.positivecoach.org/our-work/our-books

For more Resources, visit: www.PCADevZone.org

For more information on Positive Coaching Alliance, visit: www.PositiveCoach.org


